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9 Day Paris Culinary & Wine Immersion 
An In-depth Exploration  

 
 

CUSTOM ITINERARY – YOUR DATES – FLEXIBLE INCLUSIONS – 

 7-10 Day ITINERARY 

Day 1 Arrival Paris: US – Paris 

 

Upon arrival in Paris, you will be met at customs by your Private English-speaking 

Professional Local Guide who will assist you through customs and escort you to the baggage 

claim Once there, you will be joined by your Private English-speaking Driver who will assist you 

with your luggage and then transfer you to your hotel (TBD). 

 

Upon arrival at the hotel, you will be met by the Concierge for a private VIP check-in. If it too 

early to occupy your accommodations you will be able to wait in the Concierge lounge or enjoy 

breakfast in the restaurant.  
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Lunch is on your own. See Celebration Escapes Restaurant Collection for recommendations for 

dining in Paris.   

 

After lunch, (Approximately 2:30 pm)  you will meet your private English-speaking Driver & 

Professional Local Guide in the lobby of your hotel for a highlight tour of the Montmartre.  

 

One of the liveliest neighborhoods in Paris, and a 

designated historic area, Montmartre has something 

for everyone—art, architecture, café and club culture, 

and, of course panoramic views of Paris.  

 

 

 

 

 

A funicular travels up the 427-foot ―mountain‖ to the 

impressive Sacre Coeur Basilica, which was 

completed in 1912.  

Inside you’ll find one of the world’s largest mosaics; 

its famous bell, le Savoyarde, is among the heaviest 

ever cast. If you’re up to the climb, the top of the 

dome offers 360-degree views extending across 20 

miles.  
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The adjacent neighborhood, Place du Tertre, has long 

been home and studio to countless artists; among its 

first were Toulouse-Lautrec, Degas, Matisse, Renoir, 

and Picasso. Today, artists and craftspeople exhibit 

their work for sale and offer one the great souvenirs 

of Paris – a portrait of you!  

 

You will be returned to your hotel after the tour 

where you will be at leisure to relax in the hotel or 

continue exploring on your own. 

 

Dinner is on your own this evening. See Celebration Escapes’ Restaurant Collection for 

recommendations for dining in Paris. 

 

Day 2 Paris: Paris 

 

Breakfast in your hotel. 

After breakfast, meet your private English-speaking driver & Professional local guide in the 

lobby of your hotel to begin your culinary tours for today.  
 
Deluxe Farmers Market Tour: 2.5 Hrs. 
We will take you to an outdoor marché (farmers market), a very old french tradition which is still 
very much an integral part of everyday life. It’s a real eye-opener, so enjoy yourself fully at 
the marché while learning everything about it.  
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You will learn to shop like a local, and experience the joy of buying the freshest produce to take 
back to your apartment/hotel for a delicious meal à la french style… 
 
We visit a beautiful marché (Farmers Market) in an elegant quartier (quarter) of Paris. We will 
spend time in front of each of these vendors for in-depth talks: meat, poultry, seafood, dairy 
products, fruits, vegetables, baked goods and delicatessen products. Come and learn what 
makes French produce so amazingly tasty and coveted by chefs all over the world. 
 

Next we will travel to one of the upscale neighborhoods in or around Paris for a Gourmet Market 

Tour.  

 
Paris, the capital of gastronomy, is known worldwide for its prestigious restaurants and its 
famous brands.  But, Paris is before all the city of people fond of food. 
So follow us so as to discover it... 
 
The gourmet tour is a two hour visit of a shopping neighborhood, going through a market or a 
commercial street (such as marche d’Aligre, marche des Batignolles and rue de Levis, quartier 
Montorgueil, marche Notre-Dame in Versailles), 
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The market of Aligre is composed of two 
markets: the covered market whose name 
is market Beauvau or market Beauvau-Saint-
Antoine, in the western half of the place of 
Aligre, and the market discovered, along the 
street of 'Aligre and on half is square.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

The Batignolles indoor market is held 6 days a 
week under a hall that dates from 1979. There 
are several caterers (Lebanese, Moroccan, 
African ...), Italian and Iberian products and 
some non-food stalls (jewelry, gifts, repairs ...). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Located between the neighborhoods of 
Monceau and Batignolles in the 17th 
arrondissement, this street formerly had a very 
blue-collar past. Still today, Rue de Lévis 
remains a cherished place where Parisians can 
replenish their provisions and enjoy its 
pedestrian focus. 
 

The Rue de Lévis was likely named for a local 
proprietor. It follows a portion of the route of 
the ancient Roman road leading from Paris to 
Argenteuil, passing by the château de 
Monceaux, and the dwelling which once 
housed someone named “Lévis.” The market’s 

reputation dates back to the 19th century, a time when the domestic help came here to fill their 
baskets with foodstuffs destined for the kitchens of the neighborhood’s middle-class families. 
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With its small pedestrian and paved 
streets, the Montorgueil district has a great 
charm. The main artery, rue Montorgueil, is 
home to both early and late-night shops, 
bars and restaurants, as well as hip 
clothing boutiques.  
 
In the early morning, the delivery trucks 
and the ambient agitation reflect the Paris 
of yesteryear.  
 

 

 
 

 

  

The Marché Notre-Dame in Versailles, has served the needs of the population of the town of 

Versailles since the time of Louis XIV. 

A wonderful covered market, built in 1841, anchors the market place. Four buildings, filled with 

food of all types, provide sensory overload and tempt you with many delicious offerings. 

As if that weren't enough, on Tuesday, Friday, and Sunday mornings an open-air market fills 

the center of the market square, bringing more wonderful produce, cheese, meats, fish, and 

more. You can even get French snails, or escargots, stuffed with garlic and parsley butter and 

ready to be baked and served! 

Like as if you were friends passing through Paris, we will give you a taste of what is the 
everyday life of Parisians.  We will discover one of Paris' shopping neighborhoods through a trip 
which will have you meet with quality craftsmen and discover the emblematic French products.  
(such as bakers, pastry, chocolate makers, cheesemongers, wine sellers and caterers …) 
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After the tour you will be returned to your hotel for the remainder of the day you are at leisure. 

Dinner is on your own this evening. See Celebration Escapes’ Restaurant Collection for 

recommendations for dining in Paris. 

 

Day 3 Paris: Paris 

 

Breakfast in your hotel. 

 

After breakfast, this morning, you are at leisure to explore on your own or relax in your hotel.  

Lunch is on your own. See Celebration Escapes’ Restaurant Collection for recommendations 

for dining in Paris. 

 

After lunch, approximately 1:00 pm, you will meet your private English-speaking driver & 

Professional Local Guide in the lobby of your hotel for an afternoon culinary chocolate pastry 

tour. 

 
Chocolate Pastry Tour: (Available Tues – Fri) 
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During a personalized 2,5 walking tour, in a nice non-touristy Parisian neighborhood, the you 
will visit bakeries, pastry shops, chocolate and confectionners and learn the history of chocolate 
in France, the origins of those very French pastries such Paris-Brest, tarte Tatin or traditional 
candies like nougat, calisson d'Aix...  
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Then in a cozy salon de thé, (Tea Salon) you taste delicious pastries, macaroons and different 
kind of chocolates with a beverage. 
 
You will be returned to your hotel after the tour. You will be at leisure for the remainder of the 
afternoon.  
 

Dinner is on your own this evening. See Celebration Escapes’ Restaurant Collection for 

recommendations for dining in Paris. Montmartre is close to the Moulin Rouge, so a selection 

here tonight would be a good choice.  

Meet your private English-speaking driver in the lobby of your hotel for your transfer to Dinner 

and forward to the Moulin Rouge for a great Parisian Show. This is an icon in Paris, and 

something that is not to be missed.  

 The show starts at 9:00 pm promptly.  

 

You will need to arrive approximately 30 

minutes before the show begins. You 

will be seated in an orderly fashion 

(along with a lot of other guests) and 

your tickets include champagne.  

 

You can order additional drinks 

throughout the evening, if you can attract 

a server’s attention. It is quite crowded 

and the staff is working non-stop the 

entire time.  

 

This is a really ifun show with all the glitz and glamour you are expecting for a great musical 

review.  

 

After the show, you can get a taxi back to your hotel. They are readily available outside the 

entrance. If you prefer a private driver we can arrange that for you. The remainder of the evening 

is at leisure. 

 

Day 4 Paris: Paris 

 
Breakfast in your hotel. 

 

After breakfast, this morning, approximately 9:30 am, meet your private English-speaking 

driver & Professional Local Guide in the lobby of your hotel to start your tour of the Marais 
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District and a lovely interactive shopping & tasting tour. You will begin at one of the best loved 

coffee boutiques in the Marais.  
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Today you will have a 2.5-3 Hr. walking tour through the Maris. there are many gourmet 

boutiques, specialty shops, boulangeries, markets, and more where you will enjoy tastings, 

shopping, according to your taste, and a delightful culinary tour.  

 

The Marais is one of the oldest district of Paris. Well-known for its Jewish quarter and trendy 

shops, it's also a great place for gourmet food. Let's walk along the beautiful streets of the 

Marais, discover magnificient buildings and mansions and a selection of the best gourmet 

shops :   

 

• Visit one of the oldest teahouse, salesmen in linen suites help you to make your choice in 

their huge range of great teas.  

• Enjoy a very famous chocolatier and pastry shop.  

• Experience an old-style and charming shop offering famous vanilla filled waffles.  

• Stroll the oldest food market of Paris.  

• Shop in a delicatessen… and many more. 

  
This tour is an unforgettable cultural and culinary experience. The visits & tastings are in 
different gourmet boutiques in the most beautiful & historic district of Paris: le Marais. 
 
After the tour you will be taken to a special venue for an exclusive luncheon event. 

 

Wine & Cheese Lunch. 
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You like wine? You like cheese? We do too. So we went out to the vineyards and selected for 

you great French wines. We also ran around Paris to find an outstanding fromager. We did all 

this with one thing in mind: offering you a fantastic wine and cheese tasting experience. 

 

  
 

The  Wine and Cheese Lunch has become a landmark for any gourmand traveler. We designed 

this tasting as a fun and different way to spend a meal in Paris. Instead of going to yet another 

restaurant, our Wine and Cheese Lunch is a great opportunity not only to taste good French 

products but also to get an education about them. 

 

The tasting starts at noon in a beautiful tasting room. We’ll taste five different wines, coming 

from five different regions of France. From Champagne to Bordeaux, from Sancerre to the 

Rhone… just sit back and enjoy this tasty Tour de France of wine and cheeses. 

  

Most of the presentation will be focused on wine. Yet, your sommelier will suggest pairings, will 

explain to you why this cheese might work better with that wine. While you indulge in two of 
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France’s best delicacies, you will learn about French wine, how to read a French label, how to 

pair it with food; you’ll be taken through a tour of France’s main wine regions. 

 

After the luncheon, approximately 2:00 pm. you will be returned to your hotel where you will be 

at leisure for the remainder of the afternoon.  

 

This evening, approximately 6:00 pm, meet your private English-speaking Driver in the lobby 

of your hotel to begin an extraordinary VIP culinary evening. 

 

We begin with a Private Wine Tasting. 

We have arranged a private wine tasting at a 

very exclusive and upscale wine boutique 

located in the 5th.  The boutique is not open 

to the public but requires an appointment to 

visit.   

 

The owner is a collector of old vintages and 

literally as any reference the client may be 

looking for going all the way back to a 

Cognac from around 1860.  The place is full 

of history and the owner is very passionate 

about what he does.  The clients will be able to visit the cellar with him where he can tell them 

anything they need to know on wines and more specifically old vintages & Grand Crus.  A true 

experience for a connoisseur.   

 

This wine boutique is a mythical site where the famous wine merchant Jean-Baptiste BESSE, 

settled in the early 30’s, had received for more than 50 years wine amateurs from all over the 

world (HEMINGWAY, USTINOV, etc.) 

 

The Owner has decided to do this place up and settle in, creating a special place dedicated to 

wine where the catchwords are conviviality and counsel. 
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Guests can visit a 2 level cellar thanks to stairs visible from the street 

• The cellar on the first basement cellar is a place where the greatest bottles are stored. 

• The second basement cellar, which was built in 1636, is especially dedicated to the sale 
of old vintage wines ranging over more than a century; 

 

The tastings take place right in the middle of the most prestigious bottles in the cellar & are 

conducted by the owner himself in English. 

 

 
 

After the tasting, there will be a VIP Dinner hosted by the owner of the boutique where you will 

enjoy a beautifully catered meal right in the wine cellar. You will be able to continue your 

education and conversation over a well-thought menu, in which the owner has paired wines from 

his own cellar to perfectly compliment the meal.  

 

After the evening meal, you will be returned to your hotel for the evening. You will be at leisure 

to relax in your hotel or if you are so inclined, continue to explore the Parisian nightlife on your 

own. 
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Day 5 Paris: Paris – Champagne Region Early Breakfast in your hotel. 

 

8:15 am: Take Taxi to Paris Train Station. 

 

8:45: Train from Paris to Champagne Ardennes station /Reims:  

 

Arrive by Train into Champagne Ardennes station  

Upon arrival, you will meet your English-speaking Driver & Professional Local Guide at 

Champagne Ardennes station upon arrival of your train from Paris at 9:20am.  

 

 
 

You will depart for Epernay – Along the way, you will enjoy the scenic drive through the 

Champagne vineyards.  
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Upon arrival in Epernay we have arranged a tour & tasting at the infamous Moet & Chandon 

Champagne house located on the Avenue de Champagne.  

After the champagne tasting, You will enjoy lunch at the Restaurant les Avizés (Jacques 

Selosse).  

 

After lunch, in the afternoon you will enjoy a tour & tasting at a family owned producer – 

there are thousands of them & they offer a real opportunity to share with the producer himself.  
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You will end the day with a tour of the discovery tour of the town of Reims, well known for 

its 800 year old Gothic cathedral – Notre Dame de Reims. The cathedral is famous for having 

been the church where most of the French Kings were crowned.  
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After the T our, you will be 
delivered back to Reims station 
in time for your train back to 
Paris at 5:15pm.  
Upon arrival in Paris, take a 
taxi back to your hotel.  

 
Dinner is on your own this 
evening. See Celebration 
Escapes’ Restaurant Collection 
for recommendations for dining 
in Paris. 
 

 
 

 
 

Day 6 Paris: Paris 

 
Breakfast in your hotel. 

 

After breakfast, this morning, approximately 9:00 am, meet your private English-speaking 

driver & Professional Local Guide in the lobby of your hotel for an Epicurean Tour - 

(Available Tues – Fri – Approximately 2.5 Hrs.) 
 

   
 
This morning you will enjoy a gourmet tour to visit a prestigious fromagerie (cheese shop), an 
award-winning boulangerie (bakery) and a renowned artisan chocolatier (chocolate shop). 

• Learn everything, well, almost everything, about choosing and appreciating french 
cheeses. 

• Witness the amazing creation process of 2 types of traditional french baguettes. 

• Last but certainly not least, find yourself in the sweet company of France’s best haut de 
gamme (premium) chocolates and caramels. Find out why this chocolate shop is hailed 
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as the best artisan chocolatier in France. Learn the latest chocolate trends and 
evolutions that are happening right here in Paris. 

 

Nibble on free tastings at all three shops.  

Meet the maîtres(masters) and ask them questions you’ve always wanted to ask. Come away 

with intriguing insider’s knowledge. Start your day with an absolutely decadent morning. 

 
After the tour, you will be returned to your hotel or you may continue on your own and find your 
own way back after lunch. 
 
Lunch is on your own today. Your guide will offer suggestions for dining in the area or you 
can consult Celebration Escapes’ Restaurant Collection for recommendations on dining in Paris.  
 
You are at leisure for the remainder of the afternoon to continue to explore on your own or 
return to your hotel to relax until later this evening.  
 
This evening, approximately 5:00pm, you will meet your private English-speaking driver in the 
lobby of your hotel for your VIP Off-the-beaten-track Wine Tasting Experience. 
 

Are you tired of the old “Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay, Pinot, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, 

Shiraz” litany? You’re a wine drinker with an open mind and a desire to expand your horizons? 

You are ready to accept that French wine is not just Bordeaux, Chateauneuf du Pape and 

Sancerre? Well, this might just be the right tasting for you. 

 

In this tasting, you’ll taste varietals you’ve never had before, we’ll explore the work of talented 

winemakers who do things differently, we’ll travel to lesser known appellations and regions… 

This tasting will have a stronger historical approach than most others we offer. We’ll help you 

understand the why and the how of the tremendous French wine diversity. Your sommelier will 

also teach you about the business of wine, making you a much more educated wine consumer. 

And more importantly, you will get to taste exciting wines – that are not only different but also 

delicious and enlightening. This tasting class is both informative and fun. In just two hours, you 

will learn a lot, and will taste good French wines. 

 

After your Wine tasting, meet your private driver outside of the venue. Your driver will 

transfer you to one of the most elegant and exceptional restaurants in Paris this evening. Your 

reservation is at 8:00 pm at Les Ombres.  
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In the heart of the lush garden of the musée du quai Branly, perched on the roof terrace, LES 

OMBRES restaurant offers a unique panoramic view of Paris, in the shadow of its neighbor, the 

Eiffel Tower, which projects the day, its metallic lace on tablecloths and evening, ignites the 

room. An exceptional set by Jean Nouvel.  

 

A refined Parisian restaurant, LES OMBRES restaurant seduces with its contemporary cuisine, 
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open to the world and daring to sublimate the flavors of the product.  

 

Totally glazed, LES OMBRES restaurant opens onto a panoramic aerial terrace.  

"In the rhythm of flickering, the restaurant Les Ombres invites you to share an exceptional 

moment away from the excitement of Paris." 
 

A peak at a sample menu: (prices are not guaranteed and can change at any time.) 

INVITATION MENU • 98 € 

A glass of champagne, an appetizer, a dish and a dessert to choose from the menu at 71 €.  

A food and wine pairing will be offered, mineral water and coffee. 

 
MENU 71 €  

starter, main course, dessert - 

starter, hand race, dessert 

Riso of pasta,  

Knives and octopus,  

Cloud of shells - Pasta in risotto style, Razor clam and octopus, foam shells 

or / or 

Half-cooked duck foie gras,  

cream of celery with pear brandy,  

cocoa tile, brioche bread 

••• 

Farm guinea fowl, breast  

Artichoke mush with hazelnut, Savory emulsion 

or / or 

Cod Back,  

Raw and Cooked Green Asparagus, Shimangi / Enoki / Coriander, Thai Sauce 

••• 

Fresh Strawberry Carpaccio,  

Roasted Rhubarb topped with honey,  

Orange Crunch, Lime Sorbet 

or / or 

Dark chocolate with Espelette pepper 

 

THE MAP 
 
INPUTS • STARTERS 

Cream of green asparagus soup,  

Ricotta ravioli,  

half-smoked mackerel / chervil / shimangi 
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28 €  

 

Riso of pasta,  

Razor clam and octopus, cloud of shells 

25 €  

 

 

Perfect egg,  

squid in tempura,  

white asparagus, foam chorizo 

24 €  

 

Marbled foie gras and bresaola,  

cream of celery with pear brandy,  

cocoa tile, brioche bread 

32 €  

 

Baeri "Aquitaine" signature caviar for two  

bread rolls / double cream 

85 € 

 
 

FISH • FISH 

Roasted Saint-Pierre,  

spring vegetables with marjoram,  

pearled poultry juice 

45 € 

 

"Half-cooked" Icelandic salmon steak (from Iceland),  

mashed & pickled broccoli,  

sesame tile, pink pomelos (grapefruit) butter 

37 € 

 

Poached fillet of bay,  

ginger cabbage,  

coconut milk sauce 

34 € 

 
 

MEAT • MEAT 

Beef tenderloin fillet, beef  

meltin leek, beef and razor clams,  

fine mashed potatoes 
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45 € 

 

Roasted poultry on the skin,  

pea muslin, green asparagus,  

sucrine lettuce and morels 

Chicken roasted on the skin,  

39 € 

 

Confit pig breast,  

roasted white asparagus and grape apples,  

Iberian lomo 

34 € 

 

CHEESE & DESSERTS  

 

Madame Cantin's Chevriou,  

accompanied by honey, lemon and pink ginger 

13 €  

 

Feuilletine chocolate and raspberries with Espelette pepper,  

dark chocolate ice cream 

16 €  

 

Lemon pie in our own way 

12 €  

 

Sorbet with sheep's bush,  

Nyons olive oil,  

Baeri "d'Aquitaine" signature caviar,  

13 €  

 

Exotic Maki,  

a avocado / ginger, mango and fresh pineapple,  

passion fruit coulis, white sesame tile 

13 € 

 
 

Day 7 Paris: Paris 

 
Breakfast in your hotel. After breakfast, you will be at leisure to relax in the hotel or continue 

to explore Paris on your own this morning.  
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An Early Lunch is on your own today. See Celebration Escapes’ Restaurant Collection for 

recommendations for dining in Paris. 

 

At 12:30 pm, you will meet your private English-speaking driver and professional local guide in 

the lobby of your hotel, to begin your afternoon touring. You will drive to Fontainebleau, a very 

famous Chateau outside of Paris. 

 

 
 

The Royal Château of Fontainebleau is the largest of the French royal châteaux. With over 1500 

rooms at the heart of 130 acres of parkland and gardens, Fontainebleau is the only royal and 

imperial château to have been continuously inhabited for seven centuries.  
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 The château as it is today is the 

work of many French monarchs, 

building on a structure of Francis I. 

The building is ranged around a 

series of courts.  

 

The city of Fontainebleau has grown 

up around the remainder of the 

Forest of Fontainebleau, a former 

royal hunting park. 

 

You will enjoy a private tour of this 

truly beautiful Castle and find out so 

much about it history, as you explore 

the rooms, hidden areas, and special 

places throughout the building and the grounds. This is one of the best Castle experiences. 
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After this visit, you will continue on your way to Vaux le Vicomte where you will enjoy an 

evening tour and dinner in the restaurant. 
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Vaux le Vicomte, estate of Nicolas Fouquet, finance minister of Louis XIV, was, in the 17th 

century, one of the most modern and elegant masterpieces that none of the royal properties could 

compete with. This still holds true today. Jealous by such ostentation, the young Sun King, had 

Fouquet condemned to life imprisonment. The King took inspiration from Vaux to build 

Versailles.  

 

 
 

Located about 30 miles south east from Paris, Vaux le Vicomte today is the largest private castle 

of France.  

 

In the evening, Vaux le Vicomte offers you a romantic and enchanting visit of the chateau and 

gardens lit by more than 2000 candles.  
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Dinner Reservation We have booked 

a table at Les Charmilles Restaurant 

at the Vaux le Vicomte at 8pm . 

After dinner you will be returned to 

your hotel. 

 
Day 8 Paris: Paris 

 
Breakfast in your hotel.  

 

After breakfast, you will be at 

leisure to relax in the hotel or 

continue to explore Paris on your own 

this morning. Optional Private 

Morning Behind-the-scenes Tour of 

the Opera Granier.  
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Lunch is on your own today. See Celebration Escapes’ Restaurant Collection for 

recommendations for dining in Paris. 

 

2:30pm (approximately), you will meet your private English-speaking driver in the lobby of 

yoru hotel. He will transfer you to the Eiffel Tower for your very special Eiffel Experience.  

 

 
 

At 3:00 – 6:00pm, you will meet your private guide at the Eiffel Tower – at the North Pillar in 

front of the Statue of Gustave Eiffel.  

 

On this very special VIP tour, you will go behind the scenes of all of the buildings and other 

structures related to the Eiffel Tower. You will be in front of, around, underneath, behind, and all 

the way through the tower today.  

 

You will discover the incredible history behind the tower, the man who designed and built it, and 

a whole lot more about how this icon was imagine, developed, built and miraculously saved…  

You will be escorted into places in the tower that very few people are allowed to go. Find out 

what is in these areas, why they are important, and why not just anyone can access these places.  

http://www.celebraionescapes.com/
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You will go all the way to the top of the tower, beyond the main viewing point. You will have 

spectacular views of Paris, the River Seine and literally have your breath taken away as you 

stand in awe of the magnificence.  

 

 
 

NOTE: After the tour you will have time for continued exploration on your own in the area. 

However, you may want to return (via taxi) to your hotel and refresh for dinner. Tonight you have 
reservations at the Jules Verne Restaurant in the Eiffel Tower. Traffic can be very crowded at this 
time of day, so if you do elect to return to your hotel you will have to hurry, in order to make the 
round trip and refresh for dinner and be back at the tower by 8:00. Many people opt to dress a little 
nicer for the day and just stay in the area before dinner, so as not to have to rush or be late for this 
reservation.  
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This is an incredible venue. “An experience at the heart of the Eiffel Tower, a unique venue 

infused with dreams and magic…” Alain Ducasse.  

Your reservations are for 8:00 pm and there is a dress code. No sports clothes, shorts, etc. This is 

one of Paris’ most exciting restaurants. 

 

Enjoy contemporary French cuisine overlooking the most spectacular 
view of the City of Lights, scintillating beneath your feet....  

To fully enjoy the experience, the chef has created a unique "tasting" menu. 

Flavour over everything. And generosity and pleasure. 
 
The Experience Menu: A dinner at the Jules Verne is a rare experience, a step outside of time and 
space… Leading you from discovery to surprise, you will be guided through an exceptional 5 or 6 
course voyage. 

 

To accompany your experience, the sommelier will guide you through perfect food-wine pairing 

with a wine course suggestion. 

 

After dinner you are at leisure to continue to explore on your own, take a leisurely walk back to 

the hotel, return to your hotel via taxi, or have your private driver return to transfer you back to 

your hotel.  

 

Day 9 Paris: Paris - Chateau de Malmaison  
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Breakfast in your hotel.  

 

10:00am: After breakfast, you will meet your private English-speaking Driver & Professional 

Local Guide in the lobby of your hotel for your drive and tour to Chateau de Malmaison. 

Situated 9 miles west of Paris, this 17th-century estate is now best known for its Napoleonic 

associations. Bought by Josephine as a retreat from the formality of the Emperor’s residences, it 

has charming rural grounds.  

 

While Josephine loved this country manor, Napoleon scorned its entrance and instead had a 

curious drawbridge built at the back of the chateau. Inside are many fine rooms, paintings from 

Josephine’s private collection and memorabilia abound, from imperial eagles to David’s moody 

portrait of Napoleon, or Gérard’s painting of the languide Josephine reclining on a chaise-

longue.  
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Also on property are the romantic 

―English‖ gardens and the famous rose 

garden which was cultivated by 

Josephine after her divorce.  

After the tour you will be returned to 

your hotel, where you will be at leisure 

for the remainder of the afternoon. 

 

Lunch is on your own today. 

 

 

 

 

 

This evening, approximately 7:45pm, meet your private English-speaking driver in the lobby 

of your hotel to transfer you to a special wine tasting dinner.  

 

Wine Tasting Dinner 
**Available Fridays, Saturdays  – 8:15pm (2hrs long) (available as private or group) 

 

Our Wine Tasting Dinner is a special evening in your Paris food and wine experience: a real 

treat. 

We created this experience for 

people willing to treat 

themselves with a different 

experience, and to a meal they 

will not forget!  

 

To sign up for this class, there is 

no need to be an expert. The 

important thing is to love wine 

and food and to want to have a 

good time. 

 

The dinner starts at 8pm. You 

will be taken in a beautiful 

tasting room where your 

sommelier will await you.  
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Throughout dinner, you’ll taste four different wines, chosen by your sommelier to match the 

food that night. The meal will be prepared by our Chef – Campbell Whitman – who’s a Cordon 

Bleu Culinary School graduate- with appetizer, main course and dessert. The menu is seasonal, 

so constantly changing.  

 

With a unique and refreshing approach, your sommelier will take you through a variety of 

themes to build up and refine your wine knowledge. He will share with you the secrets necessary 

to taste wine properly, to navigate a wine list, and to choose wine at a restaurant. He will also 

expertly guide you through the main wine regions of France, explain to you how to read a French 

label, and how to pair wine with food… 

 

Our Wine Tasting Dinner is both 

informative and fun. It is also always a 

unique experience where people get to 

meet similarly-minded people, food, 

fun and wine-lovers from all over the 

world, all seated at the same table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We’ll finish up the evening with the 

tasting of a digestif (Bas-Armagnac, 

Cognac, Calvados…) — just to make 

sure you go back to your hotel with a 

big smile on your face! 

 

After dinner, you will meet your 

private driver in front of the venue for 

your transfer back to your hotel. 
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Day 10 Paris: Paris – US & Home   

 

Breakfast in your hotel.  

 

After breakfast, check out of your hotel and meet your private English-speaking Driver in the 

lobby of your hotel for your transfer to the airport to meet your international flight for the US & 

Home. 
 
End of Services. 

 

Ready to plan your journey? Contact us today ! 678-500-9548 
 

Schedule Your Creative Planning Session Now!  
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